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MASTABA OF UR-ÅRI-N-PTAH.
OUTER AND INNER ARCHITRAVES OF ENTRANCE.

No. 80 (718).
MASTABA OF UR-ÂRÍ-N-PTAH.
ARCHITRAVE OVER FALSE DOORS.

No. 80 (718).
MASTABA OF UR-ÅRI-N-PTAH.
UPPER INSCRIPTION TO RIGHT OF FALSE DOOR OF OFFERINGS;
UPPER PART OF SMALLER FALSE DOOR.
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MASTABA OF UR-ÂRI-N-PTAH.
INScriptions above false door of offerings and upper inscriptions to left.
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MASTABA OF UR-ÂRI-N-PTAH.
LOWER INSCRIPTIONS TO LEFT OF SMALLER FALSE DOOR
(RIGHT OF FALSE DOOR OF OFFERINGS).

No. 80 (718).

[Image of an ancient Egyptian mural with hieroglyphs and figures engaged in various activities, such as offering.]
MASTABA OF UR-ÁRI-N-PTAH.
FALSE DOOR OF OFFERINGS.
No. 80 (718).
MASTABA OF UR-ÅRI-N-PTAH.
LOWER INSCRIPTIONS TO LEFT OF FALSE DOOR OF OFFERINGS.
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MASTABA OF UR-ĀRI-N-PTAH.
SIDE WALL LEFT OF FALSE DOORS.
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MASTABA OF UR-ÁRI-N-PTAH.
WALL OPPOSITE FALSE DOORS; UPPER REGISTERS.
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